The sixth Nordic Conference on Cultural and Activity Research emphasizes active participation from those attending the conference. The program will consist of different formats like paper presentations, symposiums, roundtable, etc. The organizing committee will be responsible for clustering the papers.

Please submit an abstract of 250 words including references by Monday 31 December 2012. The final length of each paper should be 1,500 words including references.

The conference will be organised with four tracks of parallel paper presentation sessions each day closing with symposiums. Posters will be presented in the university reception aria and participants are welcomed to present books. The planned formats are:

- individual paper presentation (15 minutes presentation, 5 minutes discussion)
- poster and book presentations in the university reception aria
- symposium (20 minute presentation, comments by discussant, open discussion)

The full program will be accessible after the participants have registered, by 15th of April 2013.

Themes of the conference:
- **A Nordic perspective** in design, implementation and use of new technology
- **A Nordic perspective** in educational practice
- **A Nordic perspective** in work practice
- **A Nordic perspective** in theoretical analysis and methodological considerations

Contact person: Hans Knutagård at e-mail hans.knutagard@hkr.se
You will find more about the conference at [www.hkr.se/nordiciscar2013](http://www.hkr.se/nordiciscar2013)